How CityPointe Can Get Your Personnel Back to Work Faster

With any relocation, a major concern for both the employer and the employee is how quickly and
smoothly the relocation will be completed. Ideally, the time required will be minimal so that the
employee can be settled in and back to work as quickly as possible.
To make this a reality for your relocations, Schroeder Moving Systems employs with the
CityPointe program. CityPointe offers a variety of services to meet your relocation needs, both
locally and globally.
To help an employee adjust quickly to his or her new surroundings, CityPointe provides detailed
information regarding the destination. Find out about local schools, traffic patterns, family
activities, housing costs, and more through CityPointe. CityPointe empowers you and your
employees to learn as much as possible about the neighborhood and greater community while
eliminating the need to do the research yourself.
CityPointe also provides real estate referrals to help employees in the selling or purchasing of
their homes. Be connected with qualified agents who are familiar with the area, allowing the job
to be done right, economically, and in a timely fashion.
CityPointe further offers a cash-back opportunity. When your employee relocation takes
advantage of a CityPointe-referred real estate agent and involves an approved moving company
(Such as Schroeder Moving Systems), your employee can enjoy a percentage of the sale price
being returned to his or her wallet.
Will a mortgage service be necessary? CityPointe can provide the guidance necessary to acquire
a mortgage while keeping costs down.
Employees requiring temporary housing can also benefit from CityPointe's services, whether the
relocation is short-term or long-term, domestic or international. CityPointe partners with
temporary housing experts in various locales in order to provide for all temporary housing needs.
Are there electronics that need to be disassemble or assembled? Will a cleaning service be
required? Will help be needed for clearing away empty cartons and packing materials? How
about immigration services, cross-cultural training, or repair work? CityPointe has the expertise
and the connections to address a wide range of relocation concerns.
With the CityPointe program, Schroeder is fully equipped to accomplish your employee
relocations without a hitch. Contact us to discuss your specific needs today.

